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CAMPUS

Deficit estimate cut in half: about $8.2M, not $16.7
Jackson Bolstad
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
expects to reduce its initial budget deficit guess from 16.7 million to $8.2 million after a new
estimate for enrollment figures,
Provost Perry Brown told the
Associated Students of the University of Montana on Wednesday night.
The $8.2 million deficit is
almost half of the original estimate that the University released earlier this spring. University estimates put student
enrollment decreases for the last
two fall semesters at approxi-

mately 1,200 students. Brown
said the University has worked
hard to offset the decrease.
“We found that we would
not be 900 students short from
last fall, but about 450 students,”
Brown said. “A mark change.”
“We had invested in the fall
(2012) some additional money to help boost recruitment,”
Brown said. “We initiated those
efforts to have more scholarship
money available and to recruit
more prospective students.”
Brown said the number of
prospective students signed up
for UM’s summer orientation
is up 20 percent from last summer.

Brown said better retention
rates of students from fall 2012
to this spring were another factor in the estimate adjustment.
“We don’t have everybody’s
hands tied up as much, but
we’re still going to have reductions,” Brown said.
Brown did say the Legislature impacted the deficit with
its state employee pay plan.
The legislature has passed a 3
percent pay raise for all state
employees, which includes
university faculty and staff.
The Legislature only covers 80
percent of the pay raise, and the
University has to cover the remaining 20 percent.

The University budget board
will receive a recommendation
today to cut roughly $2 million
from the instruction budget,
which supports UM’s academic
departments, while the departments across the campus absorb the remaining $6 million
of the deficit, Brown said. He
also said classes that were once
cut will be added back onto Cyberbear.
Throughout the entire budget crisis, the University has
been working to communicate
with departments and schools,
Brown said. The committees
with oversight of the budget
involve students, faculty and

staff, he said.
“There are people representing all the major sectors of
the University, as far as governance, to be a part of what is really going on,” Brown said.
ASUM Sen. Eamon Ormseth
said in many instances the actions of the administration got
ahead of the communication,
but now students just want to
move forward in a positive way
with the administration.
“There’s just generally a lot
of confusion about what was
happening, and in no way are
students implicating or demonizing the administration,”
See DEFICIT, page 11

CAMPUS

Professors want administration to take cuts

Brett Berntsen
Montana Kaimin
Frustrated students and faculty at the University of Montana rallied on the Oval on
Wednesday afternoon in protest of impending budget cuts
to academic programs.
“Many among us think that
these cuts can be done at higher levels,” UM French professor
Michel Valentin said. “Millions
of dollars could be squeezed
out by streamlining administration.”
Speakers criticized University higher-ups for their
handling of the deficit, which
threatens numerous adjunct
professor positions and course
offerings.
“We see this as a student
issue,” ASUM Senator Eamon
Ormseth said. “We don’t want
the first thing on the chopping
block to be our classes, which
we pay for.”
Perry Brown, Provost and
Vice President of Academic
Affairs, said the frenzy is premature. UM’s financial woes
stem from losses to the General
See BUDGET, page 8
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Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
Samir Bitar advocates for humanities courses at a Wednesday protest of the University’s handling of the anticipated budget shortfall. Bitar and other
speakers voiced concern that the University’s interest lies outside of the classroom and suggested cuts on the administrative level.
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LIFE IN THE UNIVERS(ITIES)
Think Globally
By Blake Reynolds

Dr. Christopher Pastore, an environmental historian usually
seen in the halls of the asbestos catastrophe that is the University
of Montana Liberal Arts building, is currently finishing a fellowship at the Rachel Carson Center for Environment and Society in
Munich, Germany. He has spent nine months here with nearly
25 other researchers from around the world. The Rachel Carson
Center, funded by the Ludwig Maximilians University and the
Deutsches Museum, offered the fellowship to Dr. Pastore so he
could finish and publish his first book, “Between Land and Sea:
The Atlantic Coast and the Transformation of New England.” The
book focuses on Narragansett Bay in Rhode Island between s 1636
and 1849. He argues that the bay, and estuaries as a whole, creates
a specific relationship between people and place that deserves to
be explored.
“They are watery borderlands, a nexus of land and sea,” Pastore said.
His research suggests this nexus is a social construct molded by human desires, yet eroded by the powers of nature. The
ocean constantly challenges and changes the boundaries of land
and the progress made on it. Pastore has sought to uncover how
people perceived this land that exists between the ephemeral and
the eternal. For his research he dug up maps, colonial documents,
diaries and poetry.
“It’s at the tip of their tongues most of the time. People are never very far from the estuary,” Pastore said.
Pastore conducted the majority of his research at Brown University and the American Antiquarian Society while writing his
dissertation. Although he is obviously writing on the next level,
he stresses the importance of quality research in every undergraduate career. He explained he knew a woman who received
her PhD in history, but after studying abroad in Brazil and learning Portugese, she attained a lucrative job with an American company opening markets in Brazil.
Granted, not every research opportunity will ensure economic or even academic success, but time spent researching is never
time wasted. The tools gained during research stay in the belt and
often have more than one application. Amongst these, Pastore recommends learning the language of the culture you’re studying,
visiting the place you’re researching, and having the courage to
pursue your larger interests even within a smaller topic. Studying
colonial New England may take you to Bavaria.
“It might be daunting, but just go for it,” Pastore said.
While dining on Spargel and Weissbier at a table with environmentalists in a city that has a public garden larger than Central
Park featuring a river so handcrafted that people can surf on it, I
began to believe him. It matters where you and what you’re doing. Pastore understands Narragansett Bay in part because he has
lived and studied there. We may be a small campus amongst the
mountains, but as our world-class faculty is proving, global ambitions are certainly realistic.
blake.reynolds@umontana.edu

The Montana Kaimin, in its 115th
year, is published by the students of
the University of Montana, Missoula.
The UM School of Journalism uses
the Montana Kaimin for practice
courses but assumes no control
over policy or content.
The Montana Kaimin is printed on
campus by Printing and Graphics.
Send letters to the editor to
editor@montanakaimin.com.
Editorials are discussed and written
by Kaimin editors.

LETTERS
to the EDITOR

BACKHANDS TO BACKHANDS
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response
to the “backhands” that were
given to the Hymen April 26.
First off, the Kaimin hasn’t
been popping any proverbial
“cherries” with its evasive and
offensive reporting concerning
sexual violence on our campus.
Do I need to remind readers of
the comic the Kaimin ran comparing the PETSA tutorial to
sexual assault? It is incredibly
inappropriate and belittling
to make this type of comparison, and doing so shows a
lack of sensitivity and respect
for those who have personal or second-hand experience
with sexual violence. I ques-

tion the journalistic integrity of
this newspaper because of its
decision to run comics of this
collusive nature which contribute to the detrimental climate
of victim-blaming and the culture of sexual violence on our
campus. The mission statement
of the Kaimin is to tell the story
of UM’s campus and its students. Considering, shouldn’t
the Kaimin be concerned about
their contribution to the dialogue of sexual assault at UM?
I know it can become monotonous to read about the same
thing, however, frequently the
Kaimin has chosen to cover
this subject in a less than empathetic way. Had the Kaimin
been reporting on sexual violence in a consistently respectful manner, which encouraged
solidarity and consciousness
among the UM community, the

COLUMN

creation of the Hymen would
have been unnecessary.
I wonder, did the editors
at the Kaimin even read the
mission statement of the Hymen before giving it a “backhands?” Had they done so, I
don’t know why they would
oppose it. The Hymen intends
to educate our community and
raise consciousness about sexual violence and rape culture,
while also celebrating those
who are taking a stand. By giving the Hymen “backhands,”
the Kaimin has symbolically
supported violence and shown
their incapacity to thoughtfully
engage this issue.

SINCERELY,
BRITTANY SALLEY-RAINS
CO-DIRECTOR
WOMEN’S RESOURCE
CENTER
SPORTS COLUMN

This is it. This is my final
column with the Montana
Kaimin. This is my Michael
Jordan moment from Game 6
of the 1998 NBA Finals. (Except
afterward I won’t be unretiring
to work in Washington D.C.
Unless you happen to be a Wizards representative reading
this. In that case, hire me.)
Griz fans, you’ve experienced a wave of change over
the year and it’s not over yet.
Montana athletics is tarnished.
Over the year, collectively, UM
made more national headlines
with news away from the field
rather than on it. East coast
news organizations crammed
into Missoula District Court
to view the verdict in quarterback Jordan Johnson’s rape
case. Months earlier, Beau
Donaldson pleaded guilty and
was sentenced on rape charges.
And the past two weekends,
athletes have been involved in
altercations in downtown Missoula. It’d be nice to celebrate a
breakthrough in the sporting
world and the next chapter in
equality with NBA center Ja-

GAME OVER
By Erik C. Anderson, sports editor
son Collin’s announcement this
week of being gay. Instead, UM
is distracted with another case
of drinking without thinking.
Alcohol is ruining our reputation. (Cut to Brigham Young
University officials nodding.)
Changes, be it to the student-athlete conduct code,
types of players recruited to
UM or stricter team-enforced
penalties, are a must.
The results of student-athletes’ negative actions and the
ensuing publicity have already
been felt. Football season ticket-holders, as estimated by
an Adams Center box office
clerk, have sold slightly slower
this season than in years past.
Cable/satellite TV company
ROOT Sports also cut its Griz
football game broadcasts down
from seven games to four.
Sure. Blame it on a 5-6 season.

But if a mediocre football season
is the recipe for less coverage,
then why are record-setting seasons not the same formula for
TV time? UM’s men’s basketball
team has gone 50-14 over the last
two years. You probably didn’t
see many TV games, though,
did you? They appeared on TV
for the Griz/Cat games and
during the Big Sky Conference
championship game on ESPNU.
Similarly, on its way to consecutive BSC title game appearances, UM’s soccer team was never
broadcasted on TV. It may never be. Other sports and athletes
have been overlooked as well.
As the NCAA’s investigation
comes to a wrap — rumored to
happen this month —some kind
of sanction will be placed on UM.
Now’s the time to change or
Thrive.
erik1.anderson@umontana.edu
@ErikCAnderson
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OPINION
FIX UM
A fresh coat of paint does not
repair a broken product. The
re-branding of the University of
Montana is just that: a fresh coat of
paint on a product that is desperately in need of repair. The product
may look modern and eye-catching,
but the consumer will ultimately be
disappointed when they attempt to
use it.
If you invest in your home, do
you apply a quick coat of paint to
increase value? No. You invest in
the infrastructure by retrofitting the
foundation, updating the plumbing and rewiring. You improve the
value of your home by making it
stronger.
This is how the University
should seek to strengthen enrollment. By strengthening what we
already have, students will enroll
and stay.
Invest these funds in our current product, or lest we forget, our
educational institution. Help enforce the foundation that is already
here. Apply funds to the existing
departments, outreach programs,
and excellent faculty and staff. Nurture the outstanding research that is

happening right now on our campus; not for the prestige of the grant
money, but because it is an investment in our future as an educational institution.
Instead of investing in a superficial fix, it is far more practical to invest that money into the
much-needed repairs on our campus, both physical and academic.
This is a good school, with excellent
faculty, staff and scholars. Invest in
what we already have to offer and
the University will thrive.

OLIVIA WHITE
MODERN AND CLASSICAL
LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURES STAFF
SIGN UP FOR CLASSES NOW
You are all aware of the pending
budget cuts and the financial problems the University of Montana is
having right now. You can make a
difference. Do not wait any longer. If
there is a class you need or want this
summer or next fall, sign up now.
Classes, programs and educators
are being cut as you read this. I have
been voted “The Best Professor at
The University of Montana” more

than a dozen times by the readers
of the Missoulian and the Independent, and I am not the best. There
are adjuncts, non-tenured faculty
(like me) and professors who can
teach circles around me, and they
are teaching some tough classes. I
enjoy teaching as much as anyone
else and credit my success to my
students shaping my teaching style.
Everyone is on the potential cutting table. I have had three classes
cut already. My summer Food and
Culture and Films as Anthropology classes still need students or they
will also be cut. Students want to
learn, teachers want to teach, and the
University wants to be stable. Once
a class/section, educator or program
is cut, it may be gone for good. It is
in your best interest to sign up now
for summer and fall classes. The
University and Missoula are some
of the most amazing places with exceptional and varied opportunities.
This is your school and your town.
Empty buildings are not a University. You — the students — are the
University. So vote for The University of Montana by signing up early for classes you want by May 15.
You may lose the options for great

3

classes and motivated educators.
Thank you to all our students for
making the University what it is today. Good luck on your finals, and I
hope to see you back in the summer
and fall. Take care.
Sincerely,

GARRY KERR
DEPARTMENT OF
ANTHROPOLOGY
YES TO LEVIES
You probably received a ballot
in your mailbox sometime in the
last few days. “School levies?” You
might ask yourself, “Why would
I even want to care about these?”
There are two levies on the ballot;
both of them are “technology levies.” These technology levies serve
to put the most up-to-date computers, devices and software into
the hands of Missoula County’s
kids. There are two levies, a high
school levy that will affect students
throughout Missoula County, and
the elementary levy, which will affect and be approved only by people living within Missoula. If these
levies both pass, the elementary
See LETTERS, page 12
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Kaimin hires new editor and business manager

Grace Ryan
Montana Kaimin
Next year, the Montana Kaimin
is welcoming Amy Sisk as the new
editor-in-chief and Nick McKinney
as the new business manager.
Sisk, a junior at UM, has been
involved with the Kaimin since her
freshman year but has been interested in journalism for much longer. Sisk was the editor of her high
school newspaper in Seattle and
chose UM for its strong journalism
program. She was hired as a page
designer for the Kaimin her freshman year and worked her way up
to a position as a news reporter by
her sophomore year.
“I felt like I had found my home
here at the University, in the Kaimin
newsroom,” Sisk said.
But then Sisk was hired in her
junior year to work as an intern
for the state department in Washington D.C. She wanted to take a
break from journalism to see what
else was out there, but while she
was gone, she missed the newsroom that had become her home.
As the fall semester and her internship were ending, Sisk prepared to

come back to the Kaimin in hopes
of working as a news editor. Then
she got the opportunity to cover the
Legislature in Helena in the spring,
keeping her away from the Kaimin
for another semester.
Sisk is finally returning to the
Kaimin for her senior year and is
looking forward to getting to know
the staff and making some changes to the paper. Sisk hopes to build
upon the paper’s current online
presence and encourage reporters
to embrace Twitter, photography
and videography. Sisk also hopes
to revamp the Friday Kaimin into
a more magazine-like issue, with
more photos and graphics.
“I’m looking forward to sitting
down with next year’s staff and editors and talking about my ideas and
hearing their ideas,” Sisk said. “I
have a lot of ideas and I know they
do too.”
McKinney is also looking forward to making some changes to
the business side of things. He hopes
to better integrate the business and
editorial sides of the Kaimin and
develop personal relationships with
the editors to help things run more
smoothly throughout the year.

McKinney was the editor of his
high school newspaper and is a
business minor at UM. He thinks
working as the business manager
for the Kaimin will be the perfect
opportunity for him to pursue both
of those passions.
Like Sisk, McKinney has also
been gone for the past year, studying in the Air Force ROTC program
at Montana State University. After
a year at MSU, McKinney decided
ROTC wasn’t the right path for him
and will to return to UM in the fall
as a junior to continue studying political science, business and journalism.
Both Sisk and McKinney agree
their biggest challenge is going to
be getting back into the swing of
school, while also balancing their
new positions with the Kaimin.
But McKinney also views this new
leadership as a positive change.
“We can make changes to the
Kaimin that people might not have
thought about before,” McKinney
said. “We’re going to bring that to
the table and promote the Kaimin
in a new way.”

Photo contributed by Keele Smith

grace.ryan@umontana.edu
@gracie_ryan

Photo contributed by Nick McKinney
CAMPUS

Festival on the Oval: Annual event set for Friday, May 10

Ashley Nerbovig
Montana Kaimin
Next Friday, student groups
and local businesses will take
to the Oval as Festival on the
Oval kicks off.
Festival on the Oval, hosted
at the University at the end of
each year since 2003, will include a fun spectacle this May

as University of Montana’s Entertainment Management program adds a new spin on an old
festival — chariot racing.
Macon Irvin, a senior and
member of the UMEM program, said they were inspired
by Red Bull, a company that
hosts similar races at Universities around the country.
In order to announce the fes-

tival, members of the program
hiked up the M Trail early
Wednesday morning and used
white sheets to announce the
date of the festival, May 10.
Rachael Zerger, leader of the
PR group for UMEM, said this
will be a fun way for students
to get involved with the school
and with ASUM.
“Any student group can have

a three to five person group enter the race,” Zerger said. “They
can build their own chariot.”
The winner of the race will
get $500 for their student group,
and there will be other prizes
for best chariot, fastest lap, best
costume and best teamwork,
Zerger said.
This year’s Festival on the
Oval will also feature a dunk

tank and a children’s corner.
Student groups who wish
to participate in the festival
can contact UMEM through
their event page on Facebook,
“UMEM presents Spring Thaw
Missoula,” or email them at entmgt@buisness.umt.edu. The
last chance to sign up is Friday.

ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu
@Nerb11
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Homeless bodies

Funeral-home owners deal with
unclaimed remains
Brett Berntsen
Montana Kaimin
Rod Rinkles remembers the
cold, winter night years ago at
the Poverello Center when a
fellow vagrant, too drunk to be
allowed inside, froze to death
on the front steps.
“He had no friends or family that I knew of,” Rinkles said.
“I always figured they just cremated the body and threw it in
a trashcan somewhere.”
It turns out the man’s remains likely met slightly
more sentiment, but Rinkles’s
blunt assumption touches on
a harsh reality surrounding
the processing of Missoula’s
unclaimed — or “indigent” —
bodies.
“Most counties have it in
their budget to bury the poor or
indigent,” Rick Evans, owner of
Garden City Funeral Homes,
said. “We don’t.”
Unlike Lake or Ravalli counties, which have a Medicaid
burial allowance for the “worthy” poor, unclaimed dead in
Missoula fall mostly onto the
shoulders of private funeral
homes, and specifically Evans,
owner of all four operations
in town. It’s an economic burden, Evans said, one which he
shouldn’t have to bear alone.
“It’s the responsibility of
somebody to take care of the
destitute at the time of their
death,” Evans said. “But I don’t
think it should be me.”
Bodies are deemed indigent
and authorized for cremation

when sheriff department investigations fail to turn up next of
kin, or anybody else willing to
take responsibility, according
to Mike Dominick, Missoula
County Chief Deputy Coroner.
Remains are then stored in a
column barium — or above
ground burial — at Sunset Funeral Homes, where they are
logged in case of future responsibility claims.
“The county does help with
those burials,” Dominic said.
“We pay $650.”
But this isn’t a “small”
amount according to Evans, especially for a business with the
high overheads of staffing, gas
and 24-7 on-call services. Nevertheless, with no additional
help from the county in sight
and only about two or three
indigent cases per year, Evans
said the service is a burden he’s
willing to bear for the time being.
“I don’t turn people away
because of money,” he said, a
statement that can’t be made
anymore by the local public
cemetery.
Doug Waters, director of
Missoula Cemetery, said his
operation used to handle all
the indigent burials, but in 2001
the city began imposing fee
increases. Waters said it’s not
that Missoula Cemetery won’t
accept indigents, but rather
it’s cheaper to bury them elsewhere.
“Once my prices are set by
city council,” Waters said, “I
See BODIES, page 8
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Q+A with MTV’s Steve-O

Photo courtesy of Olav Stubberud via steveo.com

Bjorn Bergeson
Montana Kaimin
Anybody who has been near
a TV set in the last decade has
heard of Jackass, and at least by
proxy, heard of Steve-O. The hit
TV show spit out three featurelength movies and launched
the questionably sane stunt
men involved into a weird
form of superstardom. Steve-O
is easily one of the more noticeable Jackasses. Maybe it was his
ride in the port-a-potty rocket
thing. Or perhaps it was his
creative use of a stapler. Whatever the case, Steve-O has gone
far outside of Jackass. He broke
his nose on Mike Tyson’s fist.
He even danced with stars on
Dancing with the Stars. And
now, Steve-O is doing standup comedy, and he’s bringing
his brand of crazy to the Top
Hat for two nights (Fri. May 10
and Sat. May 11). We talked to
Steve-O about Montana, going
from stunts to stand-up, and
the funniest ways to hurt your
genitals.

Montana Kaimin: How’s
the day? Where are you right
now?
Steve-O: I’m in Los Angels
in my car, going to pick up a
friend at the airport, and go directly to the beach to surf. Today it’s on. The Surf Is Up! And
I’m ready to go tromp it.
MK: Have you ever been to
Montana before?
SO: I was in Billings, Montana last year. How far is Billings from Missoula?
MK:
miles.

A

couple

hundred

SO: Yeah. Fuck that place.
I was doing a show there last
year. The place I did the show
at was like a barn, and they had
these half-assed speakers, and
I remember the sound being
really shitty. I can only assume
that it’s got to be a better venue for comedy in Missoula. I
mean, I had a great experience
last time, but I’d like to have

a better … uh … psychologically advanced venue. I mean,
based on the name the Top Hat
I know it’s going to be great.
MK: You’ve gone from stunt
slapstick humor to stand-up
comedy. How is the transition
working out?
SO: It’s cool, man. It works
out really well for me. My motivation hasn’t changed no matter what it is, you know. The
bottom line is that I’m an attention whore. You put me in front
of a crowd with a microphone
and I’m happy as a clam. My
whole experience with Jackass
gives me an edge, and it’s stuff
that people are generally interested in. Also, whenever somebody buys a ticket to one of my
shows, that ticket is equivalent
to a backstage ticket, because
after my shows, I don’t go anywhere or do anything until I’ve
taken a photo with every single
person who wants one. Really, I
stick to that.
MK: Most people know you
as the guy who stapled his nuts
to his leg on MTV. In a different
context, that could come off as
kind of creepy. Do you consider
yourself to be a masochist?
SO: That was a concern for
me when I first did it. I remember thinking, you know, “Ok,
I’m going to staple my nuts to
my leg. It’s going to be amazing!” But I didn’t want it to be
See STEVE-O, page 11
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The Human Element:
Jenna Franklin
Montana Kaimin
Crouched in a muddy bank
along the Clark Fork River, Mary
Bobbitt, University of Montana
graduate student of Anthropology, gently turns over shards of
glass and fragments of creamy
ceramic. She pulls out a piece
of purple-tinged glass called
sun-colored amethyst. This tiny
shard tells Bobbitt that the site
(probably a “dump”) dates between 1880 and 1917. Inches
away, a pale green piece of ceramic juts from the sandy dirt.
Named celadon, this Chinese
dishware was likely imported
or carried over from Asia. Bones
littering the site also tell stories
about butchering practices and
use of certain animals for food.
The Clark Fork “has been a
major life source for people over
time,” Bobbitt said. “A lot of species depend on the life of this
river and we as humans are one
of them.”
Modern Missoulians hold the
Clark Fork close to their hearts.
You cast fishing lines over its
shimmering surface and float
down its peaceful mainstream
on warm, summer days. You
might bike by it everyday on
your way to work. It represents
a community’s connection to
nature and spirit for adventure.
However, the condition of this
river system also directly affects
community health and the city’s
lucrative tourism industry. And
while the Clark Fork flows clean
for the most part today, it has
been threatened in the past.
“Impacts from the EuroAmerican era are still visible on
the landscape today,” Bobbitt
said, “Agriculture, mining, logging, irrigation, etc. The West
was thought of as a wild untamed frontier that provided
endless resources.”
Between 2006 and 2011, Missoula County, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and other partners conducted
one of the nation’s largest river
cleanup and restoration efforts
along the Clark Fork and Blackfoot Rivers. This included removal of the Milltown Dam in
2008. Over a hundred years, the
dam’s obstruction of water flow
caused a buildup of sediments
that resulted in flooding of riverside ecosystems with toxic
mining waste. The river’s condition threatened the health of
the Milltown community, forc-

ing citizens to rally for the dam’s
removal. In 2008, contaminated
sediments were also extracted in
an attempt to restore the river’s
channel and floodplain, according to the EPA website.
Robert Livesay, an International Field Geosciences major at UM, just completed his
three-year investigation of the
Blackfoot’s upstream channel
response to the dam’s removal.
Livesay said removal of the dam
caused an immediate 8-meter
drop in base level, the lowest
point at which a river can flow.
A lowering of base level allowed
the river to flow faster and carry built-up sediments lying at
the river’s bottom downstream.
Only two years after removal,
the lower five kilometers of the
Blackfoot have reached a new
equilibrium, a stunningly quick
turnaround.
Livesay collected cross-section elevation and grain-size
data at five geological sites directly influenced by the Milltown Dam and three sites upstream. He then compared data
from each site and data collected
in 2009, 2010, and 2012.
“Results from 2010 indicate
the main drivers of channel response are channel confinement
and spring run-off magnitude,”
Livesay said. “My research highlights how dynamic the Blackfoot River system can be.”
The Blackfoot River’s speedy
recovery demonstrates how
potentially beneficial human
involvement can be. It shows
that efforts to revive ecosystems
damaged by past human manipulation are not futile. But it takes
a shift in landscape perception
– and opinions differ about how
landscape should be treated and
used.
Constant battles are fought
over land use in the scenic
Northwest. Drilling for oil.
Building pipelines. Mining. All
of these are often set against
commercials of polar bears loping gracefully across melting
ice sheets and planet-protecting
organizations plea for quashing
the carbon footprint and halting
the deforestation of rain forests.
Lost between this surge of
“environmental duty” and resource-hungry business is the
need to actually examine the
age-old relationship between
people and landscape.
“Through
archaeological
work,” Bobbitt said, “we can see
how humans utilized resources.

archaeology and
climate change

Photo Courtesy of Jenna Franklin
Mary Bobbitt takes preliminary field notes next to the Clark Fork, near Fort Missoula April 17, 2013. She plans to
return this summer to conduct surveys of plants in the area.

Examining
human-environmental impacts over time in turn
will help to understand the limits of ecosystems.”
How past peoples used certain resources — such as animals, plants, water — and manipulated their environment by
way of dams, mines and the like
offers a guidebook to living sustainably in our landscape. What
past adaptations in human behavior allowed the river to stay
healthy? What caused the ecosystem to crash? By asking questions like these, the past can enlighten our future. Bobbitt said
knowing the limits of the Clark
Fork river system can help Missoulians address environmental
problems with the area today.

This means that archaeology
can contribute to climate change
research and modern land use.
“It’s a time immemorial relationship between the cultural
and the natural,” said Dr. Kelly
Dixon, UM Professor of Anthropology. “If we are going to look
at river ecosystems and their
changes over time, we are missing the boat if we don’t know
how human populations have
interacted with those ecosystems over time.”
In Dixon’s Historical Archaeology Research Lab at UM,
Bobbitt pulls out GLO (General
Land Office) survey maps and
vegetation maps. Thin, blue
gridlines crisscross over historic
Missoula County. Bobbitt points

out her three research sites along
the Clark Fork; each site exhibits
human occupation in prehistoric, historic and modern times.
She will add archaeological evidence, modern and prehistoric
plant data and indigenous cultural knowledge to track transformations around the river system over time.
“Humans continue to change
and manipulate the environment,” said Bobbitt. “These
activities forever change the integrity of the landscape—how
we use it, how other species use
it and what becomes of it in the
future. ”
Bobbitt’s research is part of
a broader shift in how people
study environment and think
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about landscape. Ultimately, addressing environmental issues can
no longer be a task delegated to researchers in the physical sciences
(geographers, ecologists, etc).
In 2012, Dr. Dixon received a
grant from UM’s division of the
Institute on Ecosystems (IoE)
to pursue a groundbreaking
initiative. It’s called Montana’s
Anthropogenic Research Cooperative (MT-ARC). The project
aims to build a digital archive of
archaeological research sites in
Montana, including geographic
maps, historic records, artifact
collections, and archaeological
data. With archaeology as a core
focus, this data clearinghouse
will also incorporate site-related
vegetation, wildlife, geographic,
ethnobotanical (relationship between cultures and plant use),
hydrological (environmental effects of water use and distribution) and other data.
“The idea,” Dixon said, “ is to
create a database by where all of
this interdisciplinary information can be shared so that we
can better understand how we
might navigate a relatively uncertain future amidst this sociohistorical and natural reality of
global change.”
This is definitely no small feat
of daring, but projects like MTARC represent a paradigm shift
in how research is being conducted today. It forces biologists
to work with archaeologists,
geographers to collaborate with
historians. There is no one-sided
story where Dixon and the MTARC team are concerned. All
perspectives are essential when
studying environmental change
and preparing for the future.
Together, they constitute a more
accurate landscape perspective.
MT-ARC‘s initial project will
work with a site that Dixon describes as the “Rosetta Stone of
Montana prehistory.” About
twenty minutes outside of Billings, nestled in yellow-grey
sandstone cliffs near the Yellow-
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picture are accompanying environmental reconstructions.
“Wouldn’t it be nice,” Dixon
said, “if we could look at changes in water, plant communities,
wildlife, and air quality over
time while also looking at archaeological changes ... Essentially, a one-stop shop.”
“The other big missing link in
all this,” Dixon said, “ (is) what
would the indigenous communities say?”
Native Americans of the region have a very different perception of the landscape than
others. Plants have different
names, places different cultural
and historical meaning.
For instance, prehistoric
prairie potatoes excavated at
Pictograph Cave were at first
catalogued as “food.” These
shriveled, tan-colored plant
husks don’t look remarkable;
you’d probably step on them
while hurrying toward the
park’s impressive rock art displays. But after conversations
with Tribal members, archaeologists learned that these seemingly insignificant plant remains
were considered medicinal and
might represent ritual use.
“We wouldn’t know that unless we actually conducted a
proper ethnography [study of
culture] to bridge between our
data and indigenous meanings
and uses of that evidence,” Dixon said.
Along with this indigenous
knowledge, the MT-ARC hopes
to incorporate prehistoric ecological data to fill in Pictograph
Cave’s missing puzzle piece. A
partnership with MSU’s Cathy
Whitlock, Professor of Earth Sciences and an IoE partner, is currently in the works to gather core
soil samples of wetlands near
the Pictograph Cave site as well
as Bobbitt’s research areas along
the Clark Fork.
Thus, not only will changes over time be revealed, but
the sudden, drastic landscape

“We are missing the boat if we

don’t know how human populations have interacted with those
ecosystems over time.”
Mary Bobbitt
grad student
stone River, Pictograph Cave provides a snapshot of humans up
to 8,000 years ago. They left behind rock art, stone tools, bones,
and more. All provide clues to
our past. What lacks from this

changes of the Euro-American
era will especially be made evident.
“In climate change, they always talk about paleoecology
[prehistoric ecological data],”
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Photo courtesy of Jenna Franklin

Prairie potatoes found at Pictograph Cave State Park, near Billings.
said Bethany Campbell, MTARC coordinator, “And then
they talk about what’s happening now, in the last fifty years.
Nobody talks about what has
happened since the beginning of
the Industrial Revolution.”
Bobbitt’s research along the
Clark Fork considers all three
layers and her work feeds directly into MT-ARC’s vision.
“A lot of this information
[ecological, geographical, archaeological, and traditional
knowledge] is out there,” Bobbitt
said, “Its just not incorporated together and correlated together.”
While MT-ARC certainly envisions new research and excavations, the project’s focus is to
compile data already taken and
transfer it into a digestive format for anyone and everyone
desiring to study human history
and rethink their relationship to
landscape, perhaps even rethink
climate change.
“Land managers involved in
planning restoration and conservation management practices amid the context of climate
change,” Bobbitt said, “will be
better equipped to make decisions that are grounded in anthropogenic examples of vulnerability, risks, adaptation and
resilience.”
When deciding where to
build and how to construct new
dams, companies can review
the damage caused by the Milltown Dam and choose more
eco-friendly techniques. When
deciding how many hunting
tags to sell per year, the government can review patterns of
animal population booms and
crashes over time. Efforts to preserve the Clark Fork as a natural
ecosystem and recreational area
will depend upon knowledge of

past causes and effect reactions
to landscape use.
Relating the past to the present may seem like common
sense, but projects like MT-ARC
and Bobbitt’s work are cutting
edge in both this concept and in
the movement toward interdisciplinary research. It’s environmentalism, redefined to place
anthropology at its core.
“It’s putting UM in a really
good place to be the forefront,”
Campbell said, “But, it’s like
snowshoeing when there’s no
path in front of you and you’re
the one cutting the path. You get
stuck sometimes and not everybody understands the path you
chose to take, but everyone will
follow behind you.”
The MT-ARC will be an open
archive for public access, not just
a resource for researchers and
policy makers. And to make this
information as accessible and
engaging as possible, the website will have a mobile app created through a partnership with
Montana State Parks and Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks.
Anyone will be able to download the app and geographically
locate themselves in association
with archaeological sites.
“Their phones will pick up
what is seen through the camera,” Campbell said, “and correlate it with various information.
You’ll be able to visit Pictograph
Cave State Park, download the
app and see drawings of what
the site looked like during occupation.”
You could take pictures of a
plant and the app would identify the species and indigenous
name, plus how that plant was
used by people centuries ago.
You could look through your
camera lens and literally see

the current landscape overlaid
with topographic maps and grid
zones in which artifacts have
been digitally integrated by location of their archaeological excavation.
An app that cool would market itself, no question. Imagine
standing next to a ravine, holding up your iPhone, and through
the lens seeing not an expanse of
grassland and rocky canyon, but
instead a cloud of black smoke
curling up from massive firing
kilns and a ravine full of bison
that have just been driven over
the edge by Stone Age hunters.
This is a Buffalo Jump, but you’d
never know by just speeding by
on the Interstate.
On top of this, MT-ARC’s
website will include curriculum
packets for K-12 education that
teachers can download and use
in their classrooms. These will
include science, Montana history, and Native American studies
components all in one archaeologically-centered lesson.
“Our children will go to
school with smart boards,”
Campbell said, “And the teachers will be interacting with the
website so they see virtual archaeological sites and ecological
data and actually grow up understanding Montana’s environmental history.”
Educating the next generation
is part of fostering a new landscape perspective that places
humans as active creatures in
our environment. The goal is to
better inform people about their
state history in way that encourages sustainable landscape interaction.
Today, it seems more and
more people are prepared to
make this shift in their landscape perspective.
jenna.franklin@umontana.edu
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BODIES
From page 5

ONLINE

ONLY:

can’t change them.”
Missoula city council recently approved a 10-year plan
to eliminate homelessness in
Missoula.
For veteran transients like
Rinkles, the plan for complete
eradication is unfounded. He
said the focus should be on
public forgiveness and recognition of the unfortunate.
And despite already suffering two heart attacks and a
stroke, the 50-year-old Rinkles
said he’s confident he’s got a
while before his time comes,
but when it does, his body
won’t go unclaimed.
“I’ve got one sister left,” he
said, “and she will do everything she can to help.”

Dylan Todd, a junior at
UM, takes a breather
Tuesday evening after
summiting Mt. Sentinel’s
“M” trail. Todd has tried to
hike the trail every week
since his freshman year.
The trail has 13 switchbacks
and rises 800 feet above
the Missoula Valley floor.
Follow Todd as he hikes
the “M” in our video at
www.montanakaimin.
com/multimedia.

Tommy Martino/Montana Kaimin

BUDGET
From page 1
Fund, which is composed of
tuition revenue and state funding. Each source is essentially
enrollment-driven, and Brown
said the most recent projections
are forecasting a loss of 450
students next year rather than
900 as previously thought. This
would cut the initial deficit —
estimated at $16.7 million — to
about $8.2 million. Brown said
this will make it easier to minimize repercussions.
“Three quarters of the (cuts)
would be completely outside
of the instructional budget,”
Brown said. “Some people want
to protest before they even know
what the numbers are.”
But impacts have already hit
home, and it’s exactly this vague
response by University officials
that has people up in arms.
“We want faculty governance,” Valentin said. Departments don’t have enough
flexibility to carry out the cuts
imposed on them by administration, Valentin said, resulting
in unfounded decisions.

Human Sexuality, a general
education course which routinely garners over 200 students each
semester, has been “zeroed out”,
meaning it won’t be offered next
year unless additional funds are
found, according to anthropology professor G.G. Weix.
“It hurts me deeply,” Weix
said. “I can’t tell you how much
I’d like to volunteer and teach it,
but I’m already on overload next
year.”
Weix said next year many
professors will be working on
reduced salaries or increased
course loads to try and pick up
some of the slack left by the budget shortfall.
Some consider this to be an
unfair burden, revealing a lack
of respect toward the academic
pillars supporting our institution.
Ormseth noted a section
of Arabic listed on Cyberbear
as instructed by “staff,” rather
than the traditional professor
who worked 15 years to build
the program. It was eventually
revealed to be a mere technicality, but only after repeated
questioning of the Provost’s Of-

fice by Ormseth and his fellow
classmates.
“We shouldn’t have to lobby
them, we pay their salaries,”
Ormseth said. “All I wanted was
an explanation, and it took three
weeks.”
The situation reflects a budding communication breakdown between University officials and the rest of campus.
“I have the feeling that it’s
them against us, instead of saying it’s them with us,” Valentin
said.
Similar sentiments have
sparked multiple faculty petitions asking President Royce
Engstrom to consider chipping
away at administration, rather
than academics.
“There are so many vice
presidents, vice deans, vice this,
assistant that — it’s getting too
much,” Valentin said. “Maybe
we could make some cuts there.”
This, of course, is easier said
than done.
“I’ve seen people demanding
that others give up their pay,”
Michael Reid, vice president
of administration and finance,
said. “But I haven’t seen any-

thing from anybody volunteering to give up their own pay.”

“There are so many
vice presidents, vice
deans, vice this,
assistant that — it’s
getting too much.
Maybe we could
make some cuts
there.”

Michel Valentin
UM French professor

Reid said the underlying
issue behind UM’s financial
shortfall is that operating costs
are going up. UM’s expenses
are anticipated to balloon by
$10 million in 2014, and more
than half the rise comes from
the adoption of a new acrossthe-board pay-plan increase for
employees. Coupled with inflationary rates for utilities and
losses in tuition revenue from

brett.berntsen@umontana.edu

enrollment drops, Reid said, a
financial hole emerges.
“It’s not that the state is cutting our dollars,” he said. “It’s
that our expenditures are growing faster than our enrollment.”
But with so much contempt
coursing through campus already, the path to redemption
won’t be easy or brief.
President Engstrom has
promised to reveal exact numbers for the shortfall after May
10, when legislation and enrollment results are clearer. Additionally, the University Budget
Committee has made their
Thursday afternoon meetings
open to the public in an effort to
encourage interactive communication.
This, however, is too little
too late for faculty like Valentin, who feel that those with the
most at stake will be left underrepresented.
“During the summer, students will be gone, the faculty
will be gone. Only the administration will be there,” Valentin
said. “What will we come back
to?”
brett.berntsen@umontana.edu
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BASEBALL

UM baseball wins Northern Pacific-North crown
Grady Higgins
Montana Kaimin
Many of them have been
there before, but this time, just
being there isn’t good enough.
The University of Montana
baseball squad clinched its
second Northern Pacific North
Division title in three years last
weekend by taking two out of
three games from league opponent Boise State, punching their
ticket to the No-Pac regional
tournament in La Grande, Ore.
May 10.
The Grizzlies’ last regional
appearance was in 2011, when
they lost in two games. Last
year, they were eliminated
from playoff contention on the
last series of the regular season.
UM skipper Ryan Sharkey
said he thinks the disappointing ends to the last two seasons
will help serve as fuel for his
team heading into the postseason.
“The biggest difference between this year’s team and the
2011 team is drive,” Sharkey
said. “That team made history
because we had never been to
Regionals since we joined the
(National Club Baseball Association), but there was a giant
sense of satisfaction just getting
there. About 40 percent of these
guys have been there and lost
now, so we won’t be satisfied
heading in and are concentrating on keeping our foot on the
gas.”
The Griz (16-3, 11-1 conf.)
have been on a tear since going 2-2 in the season-opening
tournament in Mesquite, Nev.,
winning 14 of their last 15 and
have only dropped one league
contest all year.
Last weekend against Boise,
UM had a 13-game win streak
snapped in a 15-5 loss but managed to take the majority in the

Samuel Wilson/ Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana baseball team runs defense drills on Tuesday, April 23, 2013 at Ogren Park in Allegiance Field.

three-game series to assure
them a spot at regionals. Senior
captain Ramzi Bitar said the
Boise series was a great indicator of the squad’s attitude.
“Boise was a big test for us
because we had a few games
where we were down early but
it didn’t rattle us,” Bitar said.
“One of our goals this season
was to have a short-term memory, which we’ve been able
to maintain all season and it
showed against (the Broncos).”
Sharkey was pleased with
his team’s ability to close out
the regular season strong.
“Boise State was the best hit-

ting team that we’ve faced in
our conference all season, so it
was a hard-fought weekend,”
Sharkey said. “With the exception of one bad inning (in the
game two loss) we played pretty flawless all around.”
The Griz were led offensively by infielder Brad Bell,
who had two home runs in
the opening game, and Tyler
Campbell who went 3 for 4 at
the plate with two RBIs in the
game two loss. Michael Albert
and Eric Ostrowski picked up
wins on the mound for UM.
Only two No-Pac teams,
UM and Idaho State, have yet

to clinch berths into the fourteam regional tournament, as
the winner of the No-Pac West
and the wild-card team have
yet to be determined. However,
the Griz beat Idaho State 3-2 in
the Mesquite tourney, so they
are familiar with at least one
opponent.
Sharkey said although early-season matchups tend to
be an unreliable indicator for
postseason play, he expects another close game from the Bengals if they end up facing them.
“Early spring games are
tough to gauge because the
pitching is usually way ahead

of the hitters at the beginning
of the season,” Sharkey said.
“But from looking at stats, Idaho State is a lot like us. They
have a couple of guys that are
top five in the country in batting average and (UM infielder)
Will Cote is in that category for
us. Also, we’ve both got four or
five guys who can start (on the
mound) as well.”
The four-team tournament
in La Grande is double elimination, with the top two seeds receiving byes in the first round.
UM will likely be a top seed
but they won’t know until after
this weekend. The winner will
need to win three games to
take the No-Pac title. The tourney kicks off Friday, May 10.
grady.higgins@umontana.edu
@gradyhiggins
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STEVE-O
From page 5
ghoulish and dark, you know, I
wanted it to actually be hilarious.
So what I did, I stapled my nut-sack
to both of my legs and then I called
it “The Butterfly.” It was hilarious,
it really was. It didn’t really look
anything like a butterfly at all. It
looked kind of like an elephant a
little bit. The thing about it is that
when you staple your nut-sack to
your leg, you’ve got two holes both
going in to your nut-sack, two holes
coming out of your nut-sack, and
then two holes going into your leg.
That’s six holes per staple, and if
you’re going to try and staple your
nut-sack twice, you’re out of your
mind. I needed to figure out a hilarious way to staple my nut-sack just
once. So what I did is I mashed my
wiener into itself, and then I pulled
my scrotum up over everything,
and then I stapled my scrotum to
my stomach and then I called that
the Turtle. Yeah. But that didn’t really work out so well, because the
Turtle doesn’t really hold, unless
you’re physically upside down in a
handstand, and even then it might
not hold. Very tricky maneuver.
MK: Now that you’ve been sober for three years, is it hard performing in bars?
SO: Nah, I don’t care. I’ve got my
reason to be there. If I find myself
going out to bars just for the pur-

(
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pose of being around people who
are drinking and no other purpose,
then I’m in trouble, but as long as
I’ve got a reason to be wherever I’m
at, it doesn’t matter what other people are doing. It’s a fact that my fans,
and generally people who come out
to my shows, are incredibly thirsty.
MK: People want their expectations met by a performer, and in
your case, most people have the expectation that you’ll do something
crazy and painful. Is that a typecast
you want to break out of or do you
like it?
SO: I’m not ever trying to be
something I’m not. I think that my
whole comedy show is really geared
towards celebrating my career in
Jackass. I’m not trying to shy away
from that at all. And, for that matter, I don’t just stand there and talk
the whole time either, you know. I
always make sure I do some pretty
cool tricks at all my shows, anyway.
If I were to just stand there and talk
the whole time, I feel like I would be
betraying my brand. I don’t want to
do that. I want to celebrate that shit
and be faithful to it.
MK: So is Jackass officially on a
hiatus?
SO: There’s some kind of weird
Jackass-related project going on
right now, but it’s nothing I can really talk about.

)

Steve-O brings his unique brand of stand-up
and other bits to the Top Hat for two sets.
He will perform at 9 p.m and 10:30 p.m. on
May 10 and 11. Tickets are $28 in advance
or $40 for VIP.

MK: You’ve done TV, movies,
rap videos, books and standup.
What do you have planned for the
future?
SO: I’m developing a new TV
show right now. I’ve got that one, the
Killer Karaoke show. We’re gearing
up to shoot a second season of that.
But separate from that, I’m developing another show, which I’m really excited about. I can’t really talk
about it, because it’s in such early
stages, but I think it’s likely that in
the near future I’ll have two different shows on TV, and even if that’s
not the case, I think I’ve got enough
work that I should be able to work
for a while longer.
bjorn.bergeson@umontana.edu

@BjornBergeson

DEFICIT
From page 1
Ormseth said. “The administration is an important part of moving forward.”
Senators also voted to approve a
resolution to encourage next year’s
ASUM executive team to appoint
two more representatives to the
University’s budget committee.
“If we want more students at
the table, I think that’s a very responsible thing,” said President
Zach Brown.
The deficit has resulted in widespread cuts to classes being offered. Only one ASUM representative sits on the budget committee
today.
“We used to have two repre-

11

sentatives, no three, on that committee,” said Senator Mariah Williams. “We can actually have as
many as you want, we just have to
appoint them.”
Along with UM administration, students and faculty sit on
the board. Students have important opinions about implementing
budget cuts and the more we have
the better, said Senator Eamon
Ormseth.
“When we’re not in crisis mode,
it’s hard to get senators to commit,
because (the budget committee) is
a huge time commitment,” Brown
said. “But it’s great to have more
students on when we are in a budgetary crisis.”

jackson.bolstad@umontana.edu
@JaxBolstad
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From page 3

Diversity on Campus

Krysti Shallenberger
Montana Kaimin
A boy. A girl. A black cat
named Pup. All three share a
small home on Rollins Street in
Missoula. It’s an ordinary home
in Missoula. But Sydney Nordhagen and James Warwood’s love
story is anything but ordinary.
“I got down on one knee on
the Oval and asked him out,”
said Nordhagen.
They are a boy and girl in
love. But it didn’t start down that
path. Warwood got his first testosterone shot in April 2010, four
years after he realized he needed
a gender change. He went under
surgery in June 2010.
“Approaching my mother was
the hardest because we shared
a special relationship as I was
her oldest daughter, and I didn’t
want to ruin it by becoming her
third son,” he said.
Nordhagen and Warwood
didn’t even start out as friends.
And Nordhagen knew James before he underwent surgery. But
they grew closer through books
and video games and chat rooms
as he recovered. A few months
later, they started dating, and
two years later, they are planning
their marriage.
In the wake of marriage
equality debates flooding news
and social media feeds as well
as courts, Nordhagen and Warwood’s story differs from the
usual ones in the LGBT community.
Both of them support marriage equality and both were active in the LGBT community but
have distanced themselves since
Warwood’s surgery because

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

CHILDCARE
Sitter needed. Room, board, travel
and tuition assistance.
spr3143@blackfoot.net
ENTERTAINMENT
The University of Montana
Entertainment Management
Program presents Spring Thaw:
Festival on the Oval on May
10th, 5-7 pm. Come to the Oval
to participate in games, watch
student groups compete in chariot
races, and decide which athlete or
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their issues are different, Warwood said.
His sex change isn’t a changing of his sexuality, he said. It’s a
medical change.
“We’re not a minority,” he said
about the LGBT community as a
whole. He said some members
of the community occasionally
push for that minority status.
“It’s not about the fact that
we’re a minority, but that we’re
people who just happen to love
someone differently,” he said.
Nordhagen and Warwood
consider themselves homebodies
who prefer cooking and hanging
with each other and only occasionally going out with a few
close friends.
Neither sees themselves as lesbian, transgender or bisexual.
“There are a myriad of things
that make me who I am. Right
now, I’m focusing on my relationship with James and the education program,” Nordhagen said.
Both are English majors: Warwood with an emphasis on literature and writing, Nordhagen on
teaching. She has applied to student teach in Seattle, and both are
stressed looking for apartments.
Despite the distance they put
between themselves and the
LGBT community, they still see
themselves as a part of it as well,
a paradox brought about because
of shifting identities in the midst
of growing up in conservative
Montana.
“That’s what I like the most
about the (LGBT) community,”
Warwood said. “They emphasize education and that education
will bring acceptance.”
krysti.shallenberger@umontana.edu

levy will increase from $302,000
to $850,000, and the high school
levy will increase from $450,000
to $750,000. However, if you don’t
own a home, you won’t notice any
changes! The tax increase only affects homeowners!
The money in this school levy
is fully appropriated: It can’t be
used for anything other than technology upgrades and purchases.
None of the money can be wasted
on unnecessary items or go to anything besides technology. All of the
money you pay into this levy goes
directly to our kids and their teachers. At this point, it isn’t a question
of whether or not technology helps
students, but does having up-todate resources and equipment fosters a better learning environment
than out-of-date services. If you had
to decide between giving Missoula
students a set of encyclopedias from
1980, a ten-year-old computer, or the
newest computer available, which
would you choose? At the end of the
day, it becomes a question of whether or not we value expeditious, efficient and relevant learning for Missoula’s students. I urge you to vote
YES on these levies. It only takes a
second and provides countless tools
for Missoula’s students.

HAYNES HANSEN
MONTPIRG BOARD CHAIR,
2012-2013

NIK DUMROESE VOTE ASA AND MARIAH FOR
SOPHOMORE ASUM ON CYBERBEAR
I am writing to support Asa
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

MONTPIRG BOARD
ELECTIONS
Voting is an exercise in citizenship. Voting makes an individual part of a collective. So
vote in the MontPIRG board
elections! We will be emailing
our members with user IDs and
passwords to an online election
site. You can also look for us at
a table in the UC May 7 and 8.

kiosk

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

professor you want to be dunked
in a dunk tank! Take a break from
studying and have some fun at the
Festival on the Oval the Friday
before finals week.
HELP WANTED
Wildland Firefighters needed
- many positions available. For
training information please call
406-273-6111 or refer to our
website A1.fireservices.com
The Montana Kaimin is hiring
Ad Representatives and Office

MontPIRG is a student-run,
student-funded
non-profit corporation affiliated with
the University of Montana that
provides opportunities for students to have a positive impact
in their political community and to develop citizenship
skills they can use for the rest
of their lives.
Every semester, students
have the option to contribute to
MontPIRG when they pay their
tuition. This year, funding
went toward such projects as
protecting same-day voter registration, working to lower the
cost of higher education, and
keeping corporate money from
flooding our state elections.
The board of directors will
determine the long term plans
of the organization. You can
find bios of our candidates on
our website:
ht t p://w w w.mt pirg.org/
board_candidates_2013
So, vote. Vote to participate
in the community and do your
part to determine the future of
MontPIRG.

Assistants. To apply please submit
a resume and cover letter to DAH
207 or d.anderson72@hotmail.
com by Monday May 6 at 4 PM.
Night Auditor (Super 8 Missoula/
Reserve). 11 pm-7 am four days a
week. Apply in person at 4703 N.
Reserve. Prodiving great customer
service and security.
Summer Painters Wanted!
Fun Outdoor Employment
Opportunity! No Painting
experience required, manual labor

Hohman and Mariah Williams
for ASUM President and Vice
President. As someone responsible for 17 student groups, the
dedication I have seen from
Asa and Mariah for student
group funding is outstanding.
We live in a day when funding for recreation and the arts
is falling by the wayside to
redirect funding toward departments that need to remain
competitive on the national

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.50 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.40 per 5-word line/day

experience preferred. 40 hrs/week,
Wage: $9.25-$13/hour. Contact
Jens Davis 539-1091 or
jensdavis.cpp@gmail.com
Painting job site managers
Wanted! Great Resume Builder!
No Painting experience required,
leadership/management, and
manual labor construction
experience required. 40 hrs/week,
Wage: $10.25-$13/hour. Contact
Jens Davis 539-1091 or
jensdavis.cpp@gmail.com

and global stage, but Asa and
Mariah have seen the value
that student groups play in
the enrichment of UM student lives. Asa authored (and
Mariah sponsored) the $6 fee
increase last year to improve
funding to student groups.
As the ASUM lobbyist this
semester in Helena, Asa successfully navigated the state
lobbying process and pursued
and secured the passing of
three bills this semester: tuition freeze, better pay for faculty and staff, and the funding
for the new Missoula College.
With the widely-publicized
campus budget cuts, we need
leaders who support making
student life better by fighting
for improvements in our costs,
facilities, teachers and staff.
These two people are successful and dedicated student politicians, in addition to being
caring and thoughtful people. As a student group member and leader, I wouldn’t
want anyone else heading
my
student
government.
Please consider these two experienced and student-orientated
people when you cast your vote
on Cyberbear today.

LILLY OLSON
PRESIDENT, UM STUDENT
MUSIC UNION

PISSED?

PLEASED?
PETRIFIED?
Write a letter.
Please email letters of 300 words or
fewer to opinion@montanakaimin.com
or drop them off in Don Anderson Hall
208. Please include a phone number.
Letters are printed on Thursdays.

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2012. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage,
Griz Discount: Option 1) Full
month free with 3 months up
front. Option 2) 5% Griz Discount
off regular price with Free sign
up fee! Student discount for truck
rental. (406) 721-7277

AD REPRESENTATIVES

AD REPRESENTATIVES

OFFICE ASSISTANTS

PRODUCTION

OFFICE MANAGER

Nick Connor
Dani Howlett

Bridget Gibbons
Madeline Rubida

Briana Murray
Sarah Hopkins
Michelle Dezinan

Lynn Campbell

Ruth Johnson

